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Abstract 
In robotics uncertainty exists at both planning and execution time. Effective planning must make 
sure that enough information becomes available to the sensors during execution, to allow the robot 
to correctly identify the states it traverses. It requires electing a set of states, associating a motion 
command with every state, and synthesizing functions to recognize state achievement. These three 
tasks are often interdependent, causing existing planners to be either unsound, incomplete, and/or 
computationally impractical. In this paper we partially break this interdependence by assuming the 
existence of landmark regions in the workspace. We define such regions as “islands of perfection” 
where position sensing and motion control are accurate. Using this notion, we propose a sound 
and complete planner of polynomial complexity. Creating landmarks may require some prior 
engineering of the robot and/or its environment. Though we believe that such engineering is 
unavoidable in order to build reliable practical robot systems, its cost must be reduced as much 
as possible. With this goal in mind, we also investigate how some of our original assumptions 
can be eliminated. In particular, we show that sensing and control do not have to be perfect in 
landmark regions. We also study the dependency of a plan on control uncertainty and we show 
that the structure of a reliable plan only changes at critical values of this uncertainty. Hence, any 
uncertainty reduction between two consecutive such values is useless. The proposed planner has 
been implemented. Experimentation has been successfully conducted both in simulation and using 
a NOMAD-200 mobile robot. 
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1. Introduction 
Motion planning with uncertainty is a critical problem in robotics. Indeed, even the 
most complex models of the physical world cannot be perfectly accurate. Furthermore, 
increasing model complexity often adversely affects the ability of a robot to plan its 
actions efficiently. Thus, the use of simplified models seems to be the only practical 
way to proceed. All details omitted from these models unite to form uncertainty. A
robot planner must produce plans that reliably achieve their goals despite errors, i.e., 
differences between the models and the real world. 
Taking uncertainty into account at planning time is essential when potential errors 
are comparable to or larger than the tolerances allowed by the task. This is the case, 
for example, in mechanical part-mating tasks, where both errors and tolerances are 
usually small, and mobile robot navigation tasks, where both errors and tolerances 
may be large. For such tasks, classical path planning methods [231, which use simple 
geometric models while assuming null uncertainty, are clearly insufficient. At best, they 
produce paths that require frequent replanning to deal with discrepancies detected by 
sensors during execution. But, due to errors in sensing, they may also lead the robot 
to incorrectly believe that it has achieved some expected state or, on the contrary, that 
it has failed to achieve this state. To generate reliable plans, the planner must choose 
courses of actions whose execution is guaranteed tomake enough knowledge available to 
allow the robot to correctly identify the states it traverses, despite execution-time errors 
in control and sensing [ 21. The overall task of the planner is to select an adequate 
set of states, associate appropriate motion commands with these states, and synthesize 
state-recognition functions. All three subtasks are interdependent. 
One often expects too much from a system reasoning in the presence of uncertainty. 
This attitude has often led to engineering brittle complicated systems whose actual 
capabilities are difficult to assess. Experiments may show that these systems work 
beautifully on some tasks, but fail ungracefully on seemingly simpler ones, without 
one being able to predict one outcome or the other. We believe that the design of 
a reliable system dealing with uncertainty must be based on bounded, well-defined 
expectations of what may actually happen in the real world, allowing some desirable 
operational properties to be achieved. In this paper we propose a precisely defined motion 
planning problem with uncertainty, and a sound, complete, and polynomial algorithm that 
solves this problem. By sound, we mean that the planner only generates correct plans, 
which are guaranteed to succeed if some predefined assumptions bounding uncertainty 
are satisfied. By complete, we mean that the planner eturns a correct plan whenever 
one exists; otherwise, it declares failure. By polynomial, we mean that the worst-case 
asymptotic time complexity of the planner is a polynomial function of the size of the 
input problem. 
While several motion planners with uncertainty have been proposed (e.g., [4,10,11, 
15,16,21,24,25,3 1,32,36,38,39] ) , soundness and completeness are provable for only 
a few of them. Furthermore, most known sound and complete planning algorithms take 
exponential time in some measure of the size of the input problem (typically, the com- 
plexity of the robot’s environment) [ 6,123, which makes them virtually inapplicable. In 
fact, it has been shown that these motion planners attack problems which are inherently 
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intractable [71. In our planner, like in previous planners, soundness and completeness 
are proven under the assumption that all errors are restricted to lie within bounded 
uncertainty intervals. We achieve polynomial-time planning both by making assump- 
tions in the problem formulation that eliminate the source of intractability and by using 
algorithms that take advantage of these assumptions. The key notion underlying these 
assumptions i that of a landmark, an “island of perfection” in the robot configuration 
space where position sensing and motion control are accurate (however, we will see 
later that neither control nor sensing need be perfect in landmark regions). This notion 
considerably simplifies the selection of the set of states that the robot may traverse and 
the synthesis of the state-recognition functions. It mainly reduces planning to selecting 
motion commands to navigate from landmark to landmark until the goal is achieved. For 
a given problem, our planner generates a plan represented in the form of a collection 
of reaction rules. Each rule is attached to some region of the robot configuration space 
and specifies the motion command to be executed if this region is attained. Such a plan 
is reminiscent of a reaction plan as proposed in [ 8,14,37]. 
Creating landmarks requires some prior engineering of the robot and/or its environ- 
ment. Though we believe that such engineering is unavoidable in order to build reliable 
practical robot systems, it is important hat its cost be reduced as much as possible 
(after all, industrial mobile robots tracking wires have been in use for many years). 
This leads us to analyze how uncertainty bounds affect plans. We show that the struc- 
ture of a correct plan must change only at a finite number of critical values of these 
bounds. Hence, any additional engineering reducing uncertainty bounds without crossing 
a critical value is useless. We also show that some uncertainty in control and sensing 
can be allowed in landmark regions without affecting the correctness of a generated 
plan. 
The current geometric techniques used by our algorithms are restricted to two- 
dimensional configuration spaces. This limits the application of the planner, mainly 
to circular mobile robots on flat terrain. The planner was implemented for such robots. 
We have successfully experimented with it on many problems, both in simulation and 
using a real robot in our laboratory environment. Since the plans generated by our 
planner are provably correct, the main goal of our experiments with a real robot was 
to verify that our concept of a landmark did not induce unacceptable engineering costs. 
Actually, we will see that our work led us to design different sorts of relatively low-cost 
landmarks. Our experiments also illustrate the need for considering and dealing with 
different uncertainty bounds. 
The main contribution of this paper is to provide solid, theoretically and experimen- 
tally proven foundations for implementing mobile robot navigation systems, along with 
specific algorithmic planning techniques. We believe, however, that a potential impact of 
our work is to redefine the purpose of experimentation in robot planning with uncertainty 
(more generally, in autonomous systems). When the assumptions underlying the design 
of a planner are left implicit or informal, experimentation is aimed at verifying that the 
planner works adequately on a representative sample of tasks. When assumptions are 
precisely stated and the planning algorithm is provably sound and complete for these 
assumptions and reasonably efficient, as is the case of our planner, experimentation is 
aimed at verifying that satisfying the assumptions does not entail excessive ngineer- 
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ing. This second purpose results in an easier experimental task. It may also lead to 
defining standard sets of assumptions, known to induce acceptable ngineering costs, 
hence allowing subsequent research to be specifically aimed at developing more efficient 
planners operating under such assumptions. 
Section 2 situates our work relative to previous related work. Section 3 precisely 
states the planning problem addressed in this paper, lists the main results obtained, 
and illustrates them with an example. Section 4 outlines the principle of our plan- 
ning algorithm. Section 5 identifies criticalities that partition the continuous search 
space of this algorithm into a polynomial-size discrete space, without losing complete- 
ness. Section 6 instantiates the planning algorithm in the case where the uncertainty 
in control is fixed. Sections 7 and 8 deal with variable control uncertainty and present 
algorithms to generate one-step and multi-step lans, respectively. Section 9 briefly de- 
scribes the implementation of the planners and gives planning times. Section 10 analyzes 
assumptions made in our work and discusses its relevance to actual robot navigation. 
Section 11 describes an effective landmark design and reports on experimental results 
with a NOMAD-200 mobile robot equipped with a navigation system to execute plans 
generated by the planner of Section 6. Section 12 discusses other extensions of the 
planner. 
This paper builds upon and extends previous work presented in [28]. There is 
some limited overlap between the two publications, so that the current paper is self- 
contained. 
2. Background 
Motion planning with uncertainty has been a research topic in robotics for almost 
two decades. Two main application domains have been considered: part mating for 
mechanical assembly and mobile robot navigation. Various approaches have been pro- 
posed, which are applicable to one domain, or the other, or both. They include skeleton 
refinement [4,3 1,36,39], inductive learning from experiments [ 151, iterative removal 
of contacts [ 10,21,25], and preimage backchaining [ 16,32,34]. Skeleton refinement, 
inductive learning, and iterative removal of contacts essentially operate in two phases: a 
motion plan is first generated assuming no uncertainty and then transformed to deal with 
uncertainty. Instead, preimage backchaining takes uncertainty into account hroughout 
the whole planning process. In principle, it can tackle problems where uncertainty shapes 
the structure of a plan to the extent hat it cannot be generated by transforming an initial 
one produced under the no-uncertainty assumption. Our work is a direct continuation 
of a series of work on preimage backchaining. We focus most of our discussion on this 
series. 
Preimage backchaining considers the following class of motion planning problems 
[ 321: A plan is a sequence (more generally, an algorithm) of motion commands, 
each defined by a commanded irection of motion d and a termination condition TC. 
When the robot executes uch a command in free space, it moves along a direction 
contained at each instant in a cone of half-angle 0 about d and stops as soon as TC 
becomes true. (In contact with an obstacle, the robot may stop or slide, depending on 
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the particular control law that is used. In this paper we will simply forbid contacts with 
obstacles.) The angle 8 is the largest expected control error and models the directional 
uncertainty of the robot. The termination condition TC is a boolean function of sensory 
data s. At any one time, these data measure physical parameters (e.g., the robot position 
coordinates) with some error. The actual parameter vector lies anywhere in a region 
U(S) modeling the robot’s sensory uncertainty. A planning problem is specified by a 
workspace model, an initial region where the robot is known to be prior to executing 
the plan, a goal region in which the robot must stop when plan execution terminates, the 
directional uncertainty 8, and the sensing uncertainty U. A correct plan is one whose 
execution guarantees the robot to enter the goal region and stop in there despite errors 
in control and sensing. A sound planner is one which generates only correct plans. A 
complete planner is one which returns a correct plan whenever one exists, and failure 
otherwise. 
The above problem formulation admits many variants. For example, one may in- 
troduce time and consider uncertainty in the robot velocity, allowing the construction 
of more sophisticated termination conditions [16,341. The workspace model (e.g., the 
location and the shape of the obstacles) may also be subject o errors, yielding a third 
type of uncertainty [111. For the sake of simplicity we will not discuss these variants 
here (see [23]). 
The preimage of a goal region for a given motion command M = (d, TC) is the set 
of all points in the robot’s configuration space such that if the robot starts executing the 
command from any one of these points, it is guaranteed to reach the goal and stop in 
it. Preimage backchaining consists of constructing a sequence of motion commands Mi, 
i= l,... , n, such that, if P,, is the preimage of the goal for M,, P,_t the preimage of 
P,, for M,,_t, and so on, then Pt contains the initial region. 
One source of difficulty in computing preimages i the interaction between goal reach- 
ability and goal recognizability. The robot must both reach the goal (despite directional 
uncertainty) and stop in the goal (despite sensing uncertainty). Goal recognition, hence 
the termination condition of a command, often depends on the region from where the 
command is executed. This region, which is precisely the preimage of the goal for that 
command, also depends on the termination condition. This recursive dependence was 
noted in [ 321. Despite this difficulty, Canny [ 61 described acomplete planner with very 
few restrictive assumptions in it. This planner generates an r-step plan by reducing the 
input problem to deciding the satisfiability of a semi-algebraic formula with 2r alternat- 
ing existential and universal quantifiers. Such a decision takes double exponential time 
in r. Moreover, the smallest r for which a plan may exist grows with the complexity 
of the environment. Actually, various forms of the above motion planning problem have 
been proven intrinsically hard [6,7,35]. 
At the expense of completeness, Erdmann [ 161 suggested that goal reachability and 
recognizability be treated separately by identifying a subset of the goal, called a kernel, 
such that when this subset is attained, goal achievement can be recognized (by TC) 
independently of the way it has been achieved. He defined the backprojection of a 
region R for a motion command M as the set of all points such that, if the robot 
executes M starting at any one of these points, it is guaranteed toreach R. He proposed 
an O( n logn) algorithm to compute backprojections in the plane when the obstacles 
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are polygons bounded by n edges. An implemented planner based on this approach is 
described in [24]. 
Once the kernel of a goal has been identified, a remaining issue is the selection of 
the commanded irection of motion to attain this kernel, since the backprojection of 
the kernel depends on this direction. The planner described in [24] only considers a 
finite number of regularly spaced directions; hence, it is incomplete, and usually not 
very efficient. The continuous set of backprojections of a region R for all possible 
directions of motion is called the nondirectional backprojection of R. In the plane 
(i.e., for a point robot moving in the plane), Donald [ 121 showed that, as far as 
planning is concerned, this set is sufficiently described by a polynomial number of 
(directional) backprojections. These backprojections are computed at critical directions 
of motion where the topology of the backprojection’s boundary changes. Donald pro- 
posed an O( n4 log n) algorithm, with n being the number of obstacle dges, to compute 
nondirectional backprojections and embedded this algorithm into a polynomial one-step 
planner. Briggs [3] reduced the time complexity of computing a nondirectional back- 
projection to O(n* logn). Fox and Hutchinson [191 extended the algorithm to exploit 
visual constraints and allow visual compliant motions. 
However, even when nondirectional backprojections are used, one last difficulty to 
construct a multi-step lanner is backchaining. The difficulty comes from the fact that 
backchaining introduces a twofold variation: when the commanded irection of motion 
varies, both the backprojection of the current kernel and the kernel of this backprojection 
(which will be used at the next backchaining iteration) vary. In this paper (as in [ 27, 
281) we deal with this difficulty by introducing landmarks. We define a landmark region 
as a subset of the robot’s configuration space where position sensing and motion control 
are perfect, while outside landmark regions sensing is null and control is imperfect 
with errors bounded by some given directional uncertainty 0 (see Section 3). We show 
that backchaining is then reduced to iteratively computing a relatively small set of 
(directional) backprojections for a growing set of landmark regions. This result directly 
yields a complete planning algorithm that takes polynomial time in the complexity of 
the landmark and obstacle regions. Previously, Friedman [20] had proposed another 
polynomial multi-step lanner for a compliant point robot in a polygonal workspace by 
assuming that sensing exactly detects when the robot traverses line segments joining 
vertices of the workspace. 
The above definition of uncertainty corresponds to treating control and sensing errors 
as random variables with uniform distribution over bounded domains. The advantage 
of bounding errors over, say, a Gaussian distribution mode1 is that it yields the neat 
and convenient notion of a correct motion plan. However, a given planning problem 
may admit no such plans, while it could have admitted one if uncertainty had been set 
slightly smaller. Furthermore, when correct plans exist, they may be overly complex. To 
deal with this drawback, Donald [ 111 proposed the notion of an Error Detection and 
Recovery Strategy, defined as an r-step plan (r > 1) that attains the goal whenever it 
is recognizably reachable and signals failure whenever chances that it serendipitously 
achieve the goal vanish. Erdmann [ 171 introduced randomized plans whose execution 
converges toward the goal with probability one. In this paper we propose a different 
approach which consists of allowing the directional uncertainty 8 to vary over some 
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interval. We propose computational tools to build planners that can select values of B 
according to various optimization criteria. For example, 8 may be actually tunable by the 
robot. (Most robots can achieve such control; they may reduce 6 by slowing down and 
devoting more computation time to determine which commands to send to the actuators, 
allowing more accurate dynamic models of the robot’s mechanical structure to be used.) 
Then, if no correct plans exist for some value of 8, or if the existing plans are too 
complex, the planner may try to use smaller values of 8. However, reducing directional 
uncertainty generates some cost (e.g., lower speed), which the planner should strive to 
minimize. As we will see, allowing 19 to vary has other interesting applications, such 
as dealing with unexpected obstacles and generating probabilistic plans. As indicated 
earlier, understanding the dependency of correct plans on directional uncertainty may 
also facilitate the task of engineering the robot and its environment. 
Our notion of a landmark corresponds approximately to a recognizable feature of the 
workspace that induces a field of influence (the landmark region) ; if the robot is in 
this field, it senses the landmark. Similar notions have been previously introduced in 
the literature with different names, e.g., landmarks [ 301, atomic regions [ 51, signature 
neighborhoods [ 331, perceptual equivalent classes [131, sensory uncertainty field [ 381, 
and visual constraints [19,221. Our landmarks are mainly aimed at simplifying the 
selection of the set of states that the robot may traverse and the synthesis of the 
state-recognition functions. Instead, research like the one described in [ 131 is aimed 
at automating state selection and state recognition. Although it has great potential in 
reducing the engineering cost and the limitations associated with our landmarks, it is 
not clear as yet whether it can yield time-efficient planners. 
Over the past decade, there has also been a substantial mount of work at reducing 
uncertainty (mainly position uncertainty) while a robot is moving. For example, for 
mobile robots, many techniques have been proposed to combine the estimates provided 
by both dead-reckoning and environmental sensing (e.g., see [ 1,9,29,40] ) . These tech- 
niques address the problem of tracking a selected motion plan as well as possible, not the 
problem of generating this plan. The goal of planning in the presence of uncertainty is 
to make sure that executing the plan will reveal enough information to guarantee r liable 
execution. Notice also that planning and execution may use different models. For in- 
stance, modelling errors as random variables uniformly distributed over compact subsets 
makes sense at planning time. However, it may be preferable to use more sophisticated 
probabilistic distributions at execution time to better use all sources of information then 
available. 
Reaction plans have been previously proposed as a way to deal with uncertainty at 
planning time [ 8,14,37]. Such plans consist of goal-oriented rules triggered by the 
data available at execution time. In particular, Schoppers [371 developed the notion of a 
universal plan whose rules cover all possible situations that may occur at execution time. 
The plans generated by our planner are very similar. They consist of motion commands 
attached to regions of the robot’s configuration space. When such a region is entered by 
the robot, the associated motion command is executed. The interesting point is that our 
planner takes polynomial time, while the generation of universal plans is often believed 
to be exponential. However, unlike the planners mentioned above, our planner addresses 
a restricted family of planning problems in which uncertainty is well-bounded. 
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3. Statement of problem and results 
3.1. Problem statement 
The planning problem considered in this paper is the following: The robot is a point* 
moving in a plane, called the workspace, containing forbidden circular regions, the 
obstacles, and other circular regions, called the landmark disks. Both the obstacles and 
the landmark disks are stationary. The robot is not allowed to collide with any of the 
obstacles. The number of landmark disks is finite and equal to .C. The number of obstacle 
disks is also finite and in O(t) . (Throughout this paper the number f? is used to measure 
the size of the input problem.) 
The robot has perfect position sensing in the landmark disks and no sensing outside 
the landmark disks. It can move in either the perfect- or the imperfect-control mode. 
In the perfect-control mode, it navigates without error. In the imperfect-control mode, 
its actual direction of motion at any instant differs from the commanded direction of 
motion by an angle bounded by 0 (directional uncertainty). The perfect-control mode 
is feasible only in landmark disks. If several such disks form a connected area, called a 
landmark region, the robot can move in the perfect-control mode over all this area. The 
imperfect-control mode is applicable everywhere. The robot has no sense of time (thus, 
the modulus of its velocity is irrelevant to the planning problem). 
The value of 0 is controllable by the robot in a connected interval [ 8ei,, O,,] C 
[ 0, r/2). A motion command in the imperfect-control mode is specified as a triplet 
(d, 8, C), where d E S’ (the unit circle) is the commanded direction of motion, 8 E 
[Oh,,, &,] is the directional uncertainty, and C a set of landmark disks defining the 
termination condition (the robot stops as soon as it enters one of these disks). L is 
called the termination set of the command. A decreasing function defines the cost of 
navigating with uncertainty 8. (Throughout this paper, we will remain intentionally 
vague about the cost function. Our main goal is to show that controllable directional 
uncertainty can be handled by a planner.) 
Prior to execution, the robot is known to lie anywhere in an initial region Z that 
consists of one or several disks. The number of disks in Z is small enough to be 
considered in 0( 1). The robot must move into a given goal region G, which may be 
any subset, connected or not, of the workspace, whose intersection with the landmark 
disks takes O(e) time to compute. 
The problem is to generate a sequence of motion commands to make the robot 
move from its initial position into the goal region and stop there. In doing SO we 
wish to minimize the cost paid for the various choices of directional uncertainty in the 
imperfect-control motion commands. 
2 For a circular mobile robot, this is obtained by shrinking the robot to its center, while isotropically growing 
the obstacles by the robot’s radius. 
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3.2. Main results 
In the context of the above problem, the main results presented in this paper are the 
following: 
(i) We show that the four-dimensional set of backprojections of any given collec- 
tion of landmark disks, for all directions of motion d in S’ and all values of 
the directional uncertainty 0 in [ Ohi,, O,,,], is sufficiently represented (as far 
as planning is concerned) by a polynomial number of two-dimensional back- 
projections, each computed for a specific value of d and 0. 
(ii) From result (i), we derive three polynomial planning algorithms: 
l The first algorithm assumes given constant directional uncertainty. It is sound 
and complete, and produces plans minimizing the number of motion com- 
mands to be executed. 
l The second algorithm assumes controllable directional uncertainty. It gener- 
ates correct one-step motion plans maximizing directional uncertainty. Over 
the domain of one-step plans, it is sound and complete. 
l The third planner extends the second one and uses a greedy algorithm to 
generate multi-step plans in which each step allows maximal directional un- 
certainty. It is sound and complete. 
(iii) We have implemented all three algorithms, and we show sample runs obtained 
with the planners. 
(iv) We briefly discuss other applications of the techniques described in this paper: 
least commitment planning to deal with unexpected obstacles, planning with 
anisotropic uncertainty, and generation of probabilistic plans. 
3.3. Examples 
Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the problem formulation given above. Each figure depicts a 
plan generated by one of the implemented planners. 
Example 1. Fig. 1 shows an example run with the first planner. The workspace contains 
23 landmark disks (shown white or grey) forming 19 landmark regions, and 25 obstacle 
disks. The directional uncertainty is fixed and set to 0.09 radian. The initial region is a 
small disk designated by 1. The goal region is the disk designated by G. The white disks 
are those with which the planner has associated imperfect-control motion commands 
to attain another landmark disk. The arrow attached to the initial region or a white 
disk is the commanded direction of such a command. There is at least one arrow per 
white landmark region not intersecting the goal. The arrow attached to a landmark disk 
originates at a point called an exit point. 
Hence, the plan consists of motion commands distributed over landmark disks. Its 
execution begins with performing the command attached to 2. When the robot reaches 
a landmark disk in the termination set of this command, it executes a perfect-control 
motion command, either to a point in the goal E, if the landmark disk belongs to a 
landmark region intersecting G, or to an exit point of the landmark region. In the second 
case, the imperfect-control motion command associated with that point is executed, and 
so on. 
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Fig. 1. Planning Example 1. 
The figure shows the path produced by a sample xecution of the plan (in simulation). 
This path first takes the robot from the initial region to the landmark region designated 
by B. From there, it successively attains and traverses the landmark regions marked C, 
D, E, F, G, H, J, K, M, and N. The number of imperfect-control motion commands 
executed along this path is 11. However, the generated plan could have necessitated 
up to 12 commands. Indeed, the termination set of the command from K contains L, 
M, and N. Another execution (with different control errors, but the same value of 8) 
could have caused the robot to reach L rather than M. The command attached to L 
would then have allowed the robot to reach M. No correct plans require less than 12 
imperfect-control motion commands to be executed in the worst case. 
Fig. 2. Planning Example 2. 
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Example 2. Fig. 2 shows a simple example run with the second planner. The workspace 
contains 5 landmark disks, with two landmark regions intersecting the goal Q, and 2 
obstacle disks. The initial region consists of two disks, Zi and 12 (i.e., the robot may start 
either from Zt or 12). The directional uncertainty is controllable in the interval [ 0.1,0.5] 
radian. The planner produces a one-step lan, i.e., a plan containing a single imperfect- 
control motion command (d, 0, C), with d shown in the figure, 8 = 0.16 radian, and L 
made up by the two landmark regions intersecting 6. The set of points in the workspace 
from which this command is guaranteed to reach L (i.e., the backprojection of L) is 
outlined in the figure. It fully contains the initial-region disks Zt and X2. The value of 
the control uncertainty selected by the planner is maximum over all correct one-step 
plans. Any slight variation of the direction of motion and/or directional uncertainty 
would cause an initial-region disk to be partially outside the backprojection of _L. 
3.4. Discussion 
The above problem statement is certainly a simplification of a real mobile robot 
navigation problem, but we think it is not oversimplified. We will discuss the assumptions 
made at greater length later in this paper (mainly in Section 10). Before entering the 
technical details, let us survey the main points of our future discussion: 
It is straightforward to generalize our algorithms in order to deal with generalized 
polygonal andmark and obstacle regions, that is, regions bounded by straight and 
circular edges. 
Assumptions made outside landmark regions concerning sensing and control are 
somewhat conservative. However, they do not prevent more sophisticated models to 
be used at execution time. Hence, our planner may be somewhat pessimistic. But 
it can be run for several uncertainty bounds, including optimistic ones. 
Assumptions made inside landmark regions are anti-conservative, since neither 
sensing or control can ever be perfect. However, we will see that some uncertainty 
is acceptable within these regions, yielding the concept of a “generalized landmark 
region”. We will describe an effective implementation f this concept. 
4. Outline of a planning algorithm 
Under the assumptions made in the problem of the previous section, if a connected 
set of landmark disks, i.e., a landmark region, intersects the goal region, the robot can 
move into the goal from any point in this set in the perfect-control mode. We call the 
union of the landmark regions intersecting the goal, the extension of the goah the 
remaining landmark disks are called the intermediate-goal dish. If the goal does not 
intersect any landmark disk, then it is considered unachievable, since the robot cannot 
3 In previous papers [27,28], we called this set the kernel of the goal. However, this terminology was 
somewhat confusing, since the word ‘kernel’ had been previously used in preimage backchaining, with a 
different meaning. 
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Fig. 3. Backprojection of a goal extension. 
sense its achievement. By definition of the goal extension, the robot cannot move into 
it using the perfect-control mode. 
Given a goal B, we first compute its extension E(G). If the initial region Z lies 
entirely in E(g), no further planning effort is needed since a correct plan to achieve the 
goal has already been found. Indeed, in a landmark region, a plan is simply a geometric 
path, whose computation is straightforward. Such a plan is called a zero-step plan. (In 
the following, we will measure the length of a plan by the number of imperfect-control 
motion commands it contains.) 
The backprojection of &(&7) for the pair (d, 0) is the maximal set of points, such 
that executing the imperfect-control motion command (d, 8, E(Q) ) from any of these 
points is guaranteed to reach E(G). If there does not exist a zero-step plan to achieve 
6, the planner may try to find a pair (d, 0), such that the initial region Z is contained in 
the backprojection of E(G) for (d, 19). If one such pair (d, 0) is found, the command 
(d, B, E(Q)) starting from anywhere within Z is guaranteed to attain and terminate in 
E(G). From there a zero-step plan will achieve the goal 6. We call this plan a one-step 
plan. 
Fig. 3 shows an example with five landmark disks (displayed grey and white), and 
two obstacle disks (black). The white disks form the extension of the goal E; the grey 
disks are intermediate-goal disks. The initial region Z consists of a single disk. This 
disk is totally included in the backprojection outlined for direction rd and uncertainty 
0. The backprojection is bounded by circular arcs and straight edges. The latter are 
supported by rays erected from landmark and obstacle disks. These rays are tangent to 
the disks and parallel to the directions d f 8. Two intersecting rays form a spike. The 
backprojection of Fig. 3 has two spikes. (See [28 ] for a more detailed description of a 
backprojection.) The boundary of the backprojection consists of O(e) arcs and edges. 
A one-step plan may not exist, or may not be desirable, if its cost is too high. Then 
the planner can attempt to create a multi-step plan iteratively. At each iteration, it selects 
a pair (d, 8), such that the corresponding backprojection of the current goal extension 
intersects one or more intermediate-goal disks (landmark disks not contained in the 
current goal extension). All the landmark disks in the landmark regions containing 
these intersected disks are added to the goal extension to generate a larger extension 
for the next iteration; they are no longer intermediate-goal disks. The backprojection of 
the new goal extension is computed, and so on, until the initial region is contained in 
a backprojection, or no new intermediate-goal disks can be intersected, in which case a 
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correct plan cannot possibly exist. 
Let s E O(e) be the number of landmark regions; the number of iterations performed 
by the planner is bounded by s. The computation of every backprojection can be done 
in time 0( e log e) using a traditional sweep-line algorithm given in [ 281. Determining 
which initial-position disks are contained in the backprojection and which intermediate- 
goal disks are intersected by it is done while the backprojection is being computed, 
within the same asymptotic time complexity. 
The construction of the search space explored by the above algorithm requires dis- 
cretizing S’ x [Oh”, &,,I, i.e., the continuous d-0 space. In other words, we must 
answer the following question: At each iteration, which values of (d,8) should the 
planner consider? In the next section we show that the d-8 space can be decomposed 
into a finite number of cells and that one pair (d, 8) need be considered in each cell to 
ensure that the planner is complete. From this result we derive a finite search space that 
can be explored exhaustively, if necessary. 
Since we allow B to vary, one may wonder if the planner can ever return failure. 
The answer is obviously yes if the lower bound on 8 is strictly positive. It remains yes, 
even if 8 is allowed to become zero and G intersects a landmark disk. For example, 
this happens if the workspace contains a single landmark disk intersecting 6, while Z 
consists of a single disk that is bigger than the landmark disk. 
5. Building the discrete search space 
Each planning iteration requires selecting a pair (d, 0) such that the backprojection of 
the current goal extension either contains the initial region Z, or intersects intermediate- 
goal disks. We now show that the d-8 space can be partitioned into an arrangement 
of curves defining cells of dimensions 2, 1, and 0 (points). Each cell is regular in the 
following sense: The backprojection of the goal extension for any pair (d, 0) in a cell C 
contains the same initial-position disks and intersects the same intermediate-goal disks 
as the backprojection for any other pair (d’, t9’) in C. The number of cells is polynomial 
in the number of landmark and obstacle disks. 
Let us assume that no landmark disk intersects an obstacle disk (all disks are consid- 
ered to be closed subsets). The arrangement of cells is created by a network of curves 
corresponding to the following critical events (some of them are illustrated in Fig. 4) : 
l I-Cover event: A left ray of the backprojection is tangent to an initial-region disk, 
with this disk on its right-hand side. 
l I-Leave event: A right ray of the backprojection is tangent to an initial-region disk, 
with this disk on its left. 
l I-Left-Vertex event: The endpoint of a left ray of the backprojection coincides with 
the entry intersection point4 of an initial position disk by a disk contained in the 
goal extension. 
4 When a disk 81 intersects another one, 132. we define the entry intersection point of 82 by 61, as the point 
where we enter 62 when we move counterclockwisely along the boundary of 61. The point where we exit 82 
is the exit intersection point. 
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Fig. 4. Representative critical events. 
I-Right-Vertex event: The endpoint of a right ray of the backprojection coincides 
with the exit intersection point of an initial position disk by a disk of the goal 
extension. 
L-Touch event: A left ray of the backprojection is tangent o an intermediate-goal 
disk, with this disk on its left. 
L-Exit event: A right ray of the backprojection is tangent o an intermediate-goal 
disk, with this disk on its right. 
L-Spike event: A spike of the backprojection lies on the boundary of a intemediate- 
goal disk. 
D-Touch event: A left ray of the backprojection is tangent o a disk of the goal 
extension, with this disk on its left. 
D-Exit event: A right ray of the backprojection is tangent o a disk of the goal 
extension, with this disk on its right. 
O-Touch event: A left ray of the backprojection is tangent to an obstacle disk, with 
this disk on its left. 
O-Exit event: A right ray of the backprojection is tangent to an obstacle disk, with 
this disk on its right. 5 
‘O-events are not critical in the sense we described above, because they do not affect the inclusion of 
initial region disks, nor the intersection of intermediate-goal disks. They do however cause the formation or 
destruction of spikes, thus, they are used to improve the performance of the algorithm by monitoring the limits 
of existence of spikes. For more details see [ 26 I. 
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Fig. 5. Cell arrangement i  the d-0 plane. 
Consider an I-Cover event. Let s be the slope of the left ray tangent o the initial- 
position disk. The equation of the curve defined by this event is: 
8=d-s+r (mod2r). 
Similar linear equations (with slopes equal to ztl ) can be established for the curves 
defined by the I-Leave, I-Left-Vertex, I-Right-Vertex, L-Touch, L-Exit, D-Touch, D- 
Exit, O-Touch, and O-Exit events. The equation of the curve of an L-Spike event is 
significantly more complicated. However, we can show that it is of the form: 
0 = fspikdd) 9 
where fspjke has a single maximum and at most one intersection with any line of slope 
f 1 (see [ 261 for a proof of these claims). We call fsp&e a spike curve. 
The number of I-Cover and I-Leave curves is O(e), the number of I-Left-Vertex, I- 
Right-Vertex, L-Touch, L-Exit, D-Touch, D-Exit, O-Touch and O-Exit curves is O(e*), 
and the number of L-Spike curves is O(a”). These curves determine an arrangement of
O(P) cells. Fig. 5 shows a cell arrangement with 8 E (0,7r/2). 
Allowing landmark disks to intersect with obstacle disks would simply require con- 
sidering additional critical events. It would not change the asymptotic omplexity of the 
cell arrangement, nor the complexity of the planners presented in the following sections. 
For the sake of simplicity, we will not describe this simple extension here. 
6. Planning with constant directional uncertainty 
Let us first consider the case where the directional uncertainty is fixed to some given 
value 13f. We previously considered this case in [28]. 
In the d-8 plane the line 8 = Bf intersects the critical curves at O(b) points (critical 
commanded irections of motion), which partition the set S’ of values of d into O(e3) 
cells of dimensions 1 and 0 (open intervals and points). The planning algorithm sketched 
in Section 4 can proceed iteratively in a kind of breadth-first manner, as follows: 
At each iteration, decompose 5’ into cells, select an arbitrary commanded irection 
of motion in each cell, and compute the corresponding backprojection (along with the 
initial-region disks that this backprojection contains and the intermediate-goal disks that 
it intersects). For every computed backprojection B, for every intermediate-goal disk 
L that this backprojection intersects, select an exit point in the intersection B fl L. 
Associate the imperfect-control motion command (d, Of, E) with this point, where d is 
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the direction used to compute the backprojection B and E is the current goa1 extension. 
(This command is part of the plan being generated. During plan execution, if the robot 
ever reaches the landmark region containing the disk L, it will move to the exit point of L 
in the perfect-control mode; it will then execute the imperfect-control motion command 
(d,Bf,E) associated with this point.) If any of the computed backprojections fully 
contains the initial region, return success. Otherwise, include all the landmark regions 
containing one or several intermediate-goal disks intersected by a backprojection in the 
current goal extension to form the extension for the next iteration. 
The computation of a backprojection takes time O(f?logC). Since there are O(e3) 
cells, the time complexity of a planning iteration is O(p 1ogC). Up to s iterations are 
required, where s E O(C) is the number of landmark regions. Hence, the algorithm 
returns a plan, if one exists, in time O(sJ? log&); otherwise, it declares failure in the 
same time. 
After the kth planning iteration (k = 1,2, . ..>. the goal extension is the largest set of 
landmark disks from which 6 can be attained reliably by executing at most k imperfect- 
control motion commands. Hence, after at most s iterations, the goal extension eventually 
contains all landmark disks from which the goal can be reliably attained by executing a 
finite number of motion commands. At any iteration, if a backprojection of the current 
goal extension contains 1, the planner will find it. Hence the planner is complete. 
The outcome of the planner is a “distributed plan” made of imperfect-control motion 
commands attached to exit points in landmark regions (see Fig. 1). The algorithm may 
generate several exit points in the same landmark region or disk (if this area or disk 
is intersected by several backprojections computed at the same iteration). In principle, 
the planner could keep a single exit point per landmark region, and discard the others. 
However, it may be preferable to keep several exit points among which the robot can 
choose at execution time in order to minimize the length of the paths performed in the 
perfect-control mode in the landmark regions [ 281. 
Several executions of the same plan may lead the robot to perform different sequences 
of commands, since control errors (in the interval [ 0, of] ) may yield the same command 
to terminate in one landmark region or another (in the termination set of the command). 
The number of imperfect-control motion commands that the robot may have to execute 
is upper-bounded by the number of iterations performed by the planner. The definition of 
a backprojection and the construction of the cells guarantee that this number is minimal 
over all possible correct plans for the given initial and goal regions. Furthermore, after 
the execution of any sequence of steps, the subset of the motion plan that may still be 
used to attain the goal has the same property. In this sense, the plans produced by the 
above algorithm are optimal. 
The above algorithm proceeds in a kind of breadth-first fashion by computing one 
backprojection per cell at every iteration. One can easily imagine variants based on other 
search strategies. However, not all strategies yield optimal plans. 
The time complexity of the planner, 0( se4 log !), is one order of magnitude greater 
than the complexity of a similar planner described in [ 281. The difference comes from 
the fact that the above planner recomputes a backprojection from scratch in every cell 
of the decomposition of S’. Instead, the planner of [28] computes a first backprojection 
and incrementally modifies this backprojection as it scans the cells in S’. However, this 
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requires tracking all the changes in the backprojection topology, yielding 33 different 
types of events that include the 11 types listed in Section 5. There are significant prac- 
tical advantages in having less events to consider. In particular, the above algorithm 
is simpler to implement than the one of [ 281. Because it recomputes backprojections 
from scratch in every cell, it is also less sensitive to floating-point computation er- 
rors. 
7. One-step planning with controlled uncertainty 
Now let the directional uncertainty 0 be controllable by the robot within the given 
interval [ 6&, &,,I. We first address the one-step plan generation problem. Multi-step 
planning will be considered in the next section. 
To generate a one-step plan, the planner only needs to find a pair (d, ~9), with 6 E 
[ 8~,,, 8,,, J , such that the backprojection of the goal extension E( 6) for the imperfect- 
control motion command (d, 8, E( 6)) fully contains the initial region 1. Thus, the 
planner can discard the L-event critical curves in the d-8 plane. It can also discard the 
O-event critical curves, because these are only used in conjunction with L-Spike event 
curves. The remaining I- and D-event curves (all straight lines) define an arrangement 
of O(p) cells. In every cell, the planner can select an arbitrary pair (d, 0) and compute 
the corresponding backprojection. In the worst case, the planner scans all the cells. 
Hence, it returns a plan or declares failure in time O(P log!?). The resulting planner is 
complete. 
In general, if a one-step plan exists, it is preferable to generate one which allows 
maximal control uncertainty. The value of 0 for such a plan can only be emax or the 
&coordinate of the intersection of two critical lines. This yields the following planning 
algorithm: Set 8 to &,, and compute the backprojection of &( 0) for each cell of the ar- 
rangement intersecting the line 0 = emax. If one backprojection contains Z, return success 
(and the corresponding value of d). If no backprojection contains Z, scan the inter- 
sections of I- and L-event lines verifying 8 E [r3dn,r3max] in decreasing order of their 
&coordinates. For every intersection point (d, 8)) compute the backprojection of E(Q). 
If this backprojection contains Z return success, otherwise consider the next intersection 
point. Return failure if all intersections have been considered without success. 
Using a sweep-line technique to scan the intersection points, this algorithm takes 
output-sensitive time 0( (12 + cl) log!), where c E O(p) is the rank (in decreasing 
order) of the value of 8 selected among the &coordinates of the O(e) intersection 
points of the event lines. 
Fig. 2 shows a motion command generated by the above algorithm. 
8. Multi-step planning with controlled uncertainty 
To generate a multi-step plan, we can use the following greedy algorithm: At every 
iteration, sweep a line parallel to the d-axis in order to find the highest value of 0 such 
that there exists a backprojection of the current goal extension which either contains 
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the initial region or intersects one intermediate-goal disk. In the second case, add the 
disks in the landmark region intersected by the backprojection to the goal extension, 
and introduce the corresponding new event curves into the arrangement. Repeat this 
procedure until the computed backprojection contains all initial-position disks, or no 
more intermediate-goal disks can be intersected. In the latter case return failure. 
At every iteration, the algorithm need not compute the intersections of the L-Spike 
event curves among themselves, since these intersection points cannot give rise to the 
highest value of 8 we are looking for. (Remember we only seek the $rst intermediate- 
goal disk to be intersected.) Furthermore, the algorithm must consider intersection points 
among event curves at most once over all iterations (see proof in [26] ). Hence, the 
total complexity of the planner is O( s@ loge) . The output plan has s steps at most. 
Fig. 6 illustrates the operation of this algorithm with an example. The workspace 
contains 7 landmark disks A-G, and 4 obstacles. The goal 0 intersects with landmark 
disk A. The initial region Z consists of a single disk. The directional uncertainty lies in 
the interval [ 0.0, OS] radian. This means that we are not interested in uncertainty angles 
above 0.5 radian because the robot cannot do worse than that. Using 0 = 0.5, the planner 
first finds a correct motion command to reach A from the landmark disks B and C. The 
extension of goal then consists of A, B, and C. For the commanded direction shown in 
the upper-left figure and 19 = 0.41, the backprojection of this goal extension touches4 
which is added in turn to the goal extension. E is then touched by a backprojection for 
0 = 0.28 (upper-right figure). G is touched by a backprojection for 0 = 0.32 (lower-left 
figure). Both disks F and G are then added to the goal extension, since they intersect. 
At this point, all landmark disks are in the goal extension. The initial-position disk is 
then covered by a backprojection for 8 = 0.1 (lower-right figure). 
At every iteration, the algorithm maximizes directional uncertainty to achieve the 
current extension of the goal. In general, the generated plan, if any, would not minimize 
a given cost function. Generating minimum-cost plans seems intrinsically harder. It may 
require the selection of a smaller directional uncertainty at an early iteration, if this 
choice allows larger values of the uncertainty to be selected at subsequent iterations. 
9. Implementation and simulation 
We implemented the planners described in Sections 6, 7, and 8 in a program written 
in the C language and running on a DEC 5000 workstation. 
The only major issue in this implementation concerns the computation of the maxima 
of the L-Spike event curves and their intersections with other event lines. We have not 
been able to calculate analytical expressions for these points. Therefore, our planners 
use traditional numerical techniques, which require some care to avoid inconsistent 
topological results in constructing backprojection. 
In order to visualize the plans generated by the planners, we have developed a simple 
simulator. Imperfect-control motion commands are discretized into short segments and 
a directional error is randomly selected for each segment. The simulator allows the user 
to tune segment length and error distribution in the interval [ 0,0], to generate various 
sample runs. 
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Fig. 6. Multi-step greedy planning 
((‘1 
The examples shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 6 were generated using the planners described 
in Section 6, 7, and 8, respectively. The respective computation times for these examples 
were 3.5 minutes, 6 10 seconds, and 80 seconds. We have run the planner on many other 
6 Actually, this time was obtained with the planner described in [ 281 and mentioned in Section 6. 
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examples. Though our evaluation of the theoretical complexity of the planner is rather 
high, we were able to handle problems with up to 50 landmark disks reasonably fast 
(in the order of minutes). 
In general, our experiments tend to show that the planners are more efficient than the 
asymptotic worst-case complexity analysis of the previous sections suggests. We believe 
that deeper combinatorial analysis of critical curves, cost amortization over iterations, 
and output-sensitive complexity evaluation should make it possible to produce tighter 
complexity results. 
10. Relevance to robot navigation 
At this point it is worth looking again at the assumptions made in the problem 
statement of Section 3. As mentioned earlier, this statement is certainly a simplification 
of a real mobile-robot navigation problem, but we think it is not oversimplified. Indeed, 
it captures the essence of the actual problem and, as argued below, the assumptions 
made are more realistic than it may appear at first glance. 
Some assumptions do not correspond to actual limitations of the approach. For ex- 
ample, the restriction of landmark and obstacle regions to being unions of disks could 
easily be removed to allow these areas to be described as generalized polygons (regions 
bounded by simple closed curves made of straight and circular edges). This extension 
only requires a straightforward adaptation in the construction of the critical curves. The 
case of intersecting landmark and obstacle regions can be handled with the addition of 
special critical events, that correspond to the transition of rays sliding on the circum- 
ference of disks, to rays anchored at obstacle-landmark region intersection points. The 
critical curves that are generated by these events are no more complicated than the ones 
we have already handled. 
The fact that the robot is a point in a two-dimensional space is slightly more serious 
since it limits the configuration space of the actual robot to be two-dimensional. Hence, 
either the actual robot is circular, or it can only translate. In higher dimensional spaces 
critical curves become critical hyper-surfaces yielding more complex arrangements that 
are also harder to compute. 
Perhaps the most disturbing assumptions are those used in the definition of the land- 
mark regions, namely that control and position sensing errors are null within these 
areas, while position sensing is inexistent outside. We now focus our discussion on 
these assumptions in the context of a mobile robot. 
A typical mobile robot uses two techniques to continuously estimate its position: 
dead-reckoning and environmental sensing. Environmental sensing provides pertinent 
information only when some characteristic features of the workspace (i.e., “landmarks”) 
are visible by the sensors. Then the robot knows its position with good accuracy. When 
no or few features are visible, the robot mostly relies on dead-reckoning, which yields 
cumulative errors that we mode1 by the directional uncertainty cone. Our assumption that 
sensing outside landmark regions is null is usually conservative, but it does not prevent 
the robot’s navigation system from using all available sensing information at execution 
time to better determine the robot’s current position. (As mentioned in Section 2, the 
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navigation system does not have to use the same model as the planner; it may use a 
more sophisticated one, if this is possible.) In the worst case, the no-sensing assumption 
outside landmark regions may only lead our planners to return failure, while reliable 
plans exist in practice and, possibly, could have been found by more powerful planners 
able to deal with more sophisticated models. 
On the contrary, the assumption that control is perfect in the landmark regions is 
anti-conservative; we believe, however, that it is a reasonable one, provided that we 
choose safe features and equip the robot with the right sensors. landmark regions with 
sharp boundaries can be obtained by introducing artificial landmarks (e.g., radio or 
magnetic beacons) and/or thresholding an estimate of the sensing uncertainty. For 
example, the notion of a “sensory uncertainty field” (SUF) is introduced in [38]. 
At every possible point q in the configuration space, the SUF estimates the range of 
possible errors in the sensed configuration that the navigation system would compute by 
matching the sensory data against a prior model of the workspace, if the robot was at 
q. The SUF is computed at planning time from a model of the robot’s sensing system. 
Thresholding it yields landmark regions. Uncertainty in the location of a landmark 
and/or fuzziness of its boundary can be handled by defining a smaller landmark region 
for our planner. 
More interestingly, however, in our first planner (Section 6), perfect control and 
sensing in landmark regions are not strictly needed. Indeed, once the robot enters a 
landmark region it is sufficient that it reaches an “exit region” of non-zero measure 
prior to executing the next imperfect-control command. This region is the intersection 
of the backprojection that yielded this command with the landmark region. The exit point 
selected by the algorithm of Section 6 is just one particular point in this area. Position 
sensing uncertainty in a landmark region could be half the radius of the largest disk 
fully contained in the exit region of the landmark region without putting plan execution 
at risk. Thus, although the planner assumed perfect sensing in landmark regions, we can 
now create these areas by engineering the workspace in such a way that the sensors just 
provide the information that is needed by the plan (see [ 181 for a similar idea). 
Going further, the definition of a landmark region can even be modified without having 
to significantly change the planning techniques developed above. For example, we could 
accept a landmark disk (or generalized polygon) L such that the robot knows at any 
time if it is inside or outside L, but if it is in L it does not know where. During planning, 
if a backprojection intersects L, this is not sufficient to include L in the extension of 
the goal. L must be completely contained in the backprojection. The critical events 
for which this has to be tested are exactly those used to check the containment of an 
initial-region disk. 
The above variant can be extended into the notion of a generalized landmark region, 
as follows: A generalized landmark region L is a connected subset of the workspace 
that contains smaller regions Ki, j = 1,. . . , ri, ti > 0, called the landmark kernels. See 
Fig. 7. Sensing and control in L are such that: 
( 1) If the robot ever enters region L, sensing will reliably tell that it is in L, though 
it may not tell precisely where in L. 
(2) Once in L, the robot can reliably navigate into any selected kernel Kj, though it 
may not accurately attain a given point in Kj. 
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Fig. 7. A generalized landmark region L with two kernels KI and K2, 
During planning, if a backprojection contains a kernel Kj (for any j) of L, then L 
can be included in the extension of the goal. 
Notice that this notion of a generalized landmark region does not require sensing or 
control to be perfect anywhere in the workspace. Howevel; it still does assume pefect 
state identijcation, i.e., pelfect detection of the robot’s entry in a landmark region and 
its kernels. This remaining assumption seems needed to make planning tractable. 
11. Experimentation with a real mobile robot 
To support the above discussion we implemented a variant of the planner of Sec- 
tion 6 that accepts generalized landmarks; we designed a simple implementation of this 
landmark notion; we equipped a mobile robot with a navigation system able to execute 
plans generated by our planner; and we experimented with this system. We report of 
this work below. 7 
11.1. Landmark design 
Here we describe one possible way to enforce the assumptions made in our planner 
and described in Sections 3 and 10. The main issue is the creation of the landmark 
regions. 
First, let us briefly describe our robot (although most of the engineering described 
below is robot-independent). It is a NOMAD-200 from Nomadic Technologies. This is 
a two-degree-of-freedom nonholonomic zero-turning-radius cylindrical robot with three 
parallel wheels. The base can translate and rotate independently. During a pure transla- 
tion, the robot moves along the direction of the wheels. During a pure rotation, it moves 
around its axis. The robot includes an independently rotating turret mounted above its 
moving base. This turret is used to carry sensory equipment and an on-board processor 
(an 80386-based PC in our experiments). 
’ The variant of the planner was implemented by Byung-Ju Kang. The landmark design and the corresponding 
image processing software are due to Craig Becker, Joaquin Salas, and Ken Tokusei. The navigation system 
was developed by Ken Tokusei. 
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Fig. 8. A landmark pattern 
Let us now describe the simple design that we use to create generalized landmark 
regions in an indoor office-type environment. 8 Landmark regions are generated by 
placing physical features, called Zundmarks, in the robot workspace. Each landmark 
induces a area such that, if the robot is in this area, it can detect and recognize the 
landmark and use sensory data to localize itself relative to the workspace with good 
precision. The landmark region is precisely this area (or a subset of it). The relatively 
precise localization of the robot in a landmark region is used to navigate into kernels 
defined in this region. 
The landmarks must be selected to allow a sensing system to achieve three key 
functions: detection, recognition, and localization. All three must be extremely reliable; 
in addition, detection must be fast and localization must be precise. These properties led 
us to design artificial andmarks, rather than using “natural” ones (e.g., comers between 
walls). Our landmarks are black-and-white patterns (see Fig. 8) fixed to the ceiling at 
well-defined locations in the workspace coordinate system. These patterns are sensed by 
an upward-looking camera fixed to the robot and with its axis colinear to the robot’s 
axis of rotation. All landmark patterns are designed to have the same size in the camera 
image. 
A landmark pattern consists of three elements: (1) an outer thick circle (black), 
(2) an opening into this circle (white), and (3) an inner 3 x 3 grid of black and white 
tiles aligned with the opening in the circle. The first two elements are the same for all 
landmarks. The third is unique to every landmark (29 = 512 distinct landmarks are thus 
possible). 
During navigation, the on-board processor processes images equentially. Each image 
is acquired as a 260 x 240 gray-level image, and then binarized using an adaptive thresh- 
old. The algorithm then detects the connected components in the binary image. Those 
components which do not match the expected size of the landmark pattern are discarded. 
For each remaining component, he algorithm overlays a model of the landmark’s outer 
circle and then counts the number of pixel mismatches between this model and the given 
sub-image. A sufficiently low number of mismatches indicates that a landmark has been 
found. Once the landmark has been detected, finding its orientation and identifying its 
unique code are very simple. Computing the position of the robot and the orientation of 
its turret is also straightforward. 
*We have designed several types of landmarks and experimented with two. To our taste, the one reported 
here is the most elegant. 
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Our algorithm detects a landmark only if the outer circle is almost completely visible. 
Since the orientation of the camera relative to the landmark pattern can be arbitrary, a 
specific landmark therefore induces a circular area C in the workspace from which the 
pattern is guaranteed to be entirely visible. Fortuitous orientations of the camera may 
allow the landmark to be detected outside this area, but this does not affect the validity 
of a plan generated by our planner (although it may slightly speed up execution). 
However, sensing is not instantaneous. If the robot follows a path almost tangent to C, 
it may traverse and exit C while analyzing an image acquired just before entering C. 
This leads US to define the actual landmark disk L concentric to C and E smaller in 
radius. The difference E is derived from the maximal velocity of the robot and the time 
necessary to analyze an image, such that if the robot follows a path tangent to L it is 
guaranteed to acquire and process an image while it is still in C. 
In our experiments, landmark patterns have an outer diameter of 10 inches and 
are are located roughly 8 feet above the camera. The image of a landmark has a 
diameter of 92 pixels. The diameter of the landmark region induced by a landmark is 
16 inches. 
We conducted many experiments in our laboratory under normal office lighting condi- 
tions (ceiling fluorescents) . With limited hardware, our software requires approximately 
0.6 second to process an image. Landmark detection and identification have been 100% 
reliable, provided that landmark patterns are not positioned adjacent to light fixtures. 
Measurements revealed that the error in sensing the robot’s position in a landmark disk 
is less than 0.22 inch. The error in the sensed orientation of the robot is within f3 
degrees. 
Each kernel in a landmark region is defined as a disk of radius v such that if the 
robot moves to a sensed position equal to the center of this disk, it is guaranteed to be 
in the kernel. Thus, 71 must be greater than or equal to the maximal localization error 
in a landmark region (0.22 inch). In practice, navigating to a point where the sensed 
position is very close to the center of the kernel is time consuming (requiring several 
iterations). Thus, we set 71 to 0.5 inch. This conservative bound also takes into account 
the small error in positioning the landmark relative to the workspace and the fact that the 
floor is not perfectly parallel to the ceiling (causing the camera to tilt slightly relative 
to the landmark). In our experiments, we defined only one kernel per landmark disk, 
located at its center (where localization is most precise). 
When the robot identifies a landmark in the termination set of an imperfect-control 
command it stops and localizes itself by taking a new image. To move into a kernel 
in the same landmark disk, the robot orients its wheels toward the centerpoint of the 
kernel and, using odometric sensing only, it moves by the distance between its measured 
current position and the kernel center. At the end of this motion, a new image is taken 
and the robot re-localizes itself relative to the landmark. If necessary, it performs a 
corrective motion. If the plan requests the robot to move into a kernel located in another 
landmark disk (in the same connected region), a sequence of intermediate kernels is 
computed such that every motion between two kernels remains in the total landmark 
region. The robot moves through these successive kernels. 
Once in a kernel (which is not contained in the goal), the robot must execute an 
imperfect-control command. It aligns its wheels with the commanded direction using 
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Fig. 9. (a) The laboratory space; (b) The model provided to the planner. 
its measured orientation and then moves along this direction. The directional error of 
this motion has two main causes: (1) the error in the measured orientation (within f3 
degrees) and (2) the small bumps in the floor (in our experiments, the floor combines 
linoleum and carpet separated by metallic joints). Experiments led us to choose 0 = 4 
degrees as a safe bound. 
Finally, near-perfect workspace modeling is obtained through precise prior measure- 
ments. Small errors in such measurements are taken into account by slightly growing 
the obstacles in the model given to the planner. 
11.2. Navigation 
We have developed a software module to execute the plans generated by our planner. 
It incorporates the image analysis techniques presented in the previous section. Using the 
planner and this additional software, we have conducted many navigation experiments 
with the NOMAD-200 robot in our laboratory space. Fig. 9(a) depicts a subset of this 
space consisting of a large open area and a relatively narrow corridor. The obstacles 
(walls, tables, chairs, etc.) are shown in black. The landmark patterns are depicted in 
gray at their actual positions. To give a sense of dimension, the robot is displayed in 
white at the same scale in an arbitrary position (it has a diameter of 24 inches). 
Since the version of the planner used in these experiments only accepts obstacles 
described as disks, we input a conservatively approximated model of the workspace. 
This model (obtained after growing all obstacles by the radius of the robot) is shown 
in Fig. 9(b), along with a plan generated by the planner to go from the initial to the 
goal region. 
Experimentation has shown that our complete navigation system is extremely reliable. 
The system is capable of navigating the robot between landmark regions for the entire 
battery life of the robot-just under one hour. It is clear, however, that we need to 
perform further experiments in larger workspaces over longer periods of time. 
Among the several difficulties encountered, two are worth mentioning. Initially, we 
placed some patterns too close to lighting fixtures, causing incorrect detection or recog- 
nition due to assumptions made by our image processing algorithm. Moving the patterns 
away from the lights solved the problem. Also, localization in some landmark regions 
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was not as good as predicted. This is caused by small, local slopes in our floor. TO 
resolve this, we avoided placing landmarks over sloping areas. 
These two constraints on the possible locations of the landmarks generated new 
difficulties in constrained parts of the workspace, mainly in the narrow corridor. We 
could not place enough landmarks to allow the robot to reliably navigate from one end 
of the corridor to the other. In fact, using a safe value of B led the planner to fail finding 
a motion plan through the corridor. Using a smaller (but unsafe) value of B resulted 
in unreliable plans that sometimes resulted in collisions. To deal with this problem we 
developed a refined version of the image analysis techniques to compute the robot’s 
orientation with greater accuracy (since this is the main cause of errors in executing 
inperfect-control commands). By extracting contours at a sub-pixel resolution we were 
able to reduce 0 from 4 to 2 degrees, which was sufficient to navigate reliably through 
the corridor. Smaller values could even be possible by designing a landmark pattern 
containing a better orientational feature or by equipping the camera with a zoom to get 
a higher-resolution image of the landmark, once it has been detected. 
Extracting contours at sub-pixel resolution takes more time than working at pixel 
resolution. Since we do not want the robot to stop when this is not needed, we use two 
values of 8, 81 (the directional uncertainty with the simpler image analysis technique) 
and & (the uncertainty with the more sophisticated technique). The planner uses 81 until 
it fails (if this eventually happens). 81 > 62. If an iteration fails (i.e., no new landmark 
region can be added to the goal extension), it is repeated with 02. If it is then successful, 
the planner shifts back to Bi at the next iteration. And so on. The planner associates the 
value of directional uncertainty, 81 or 82, to every imperfect-control command associated 
with a landmark region. At navigation time, this value is used to decide whether the 
more sophisticated image analysis techniques must be run, or not. 
The above development is a good illustration of the advantage of treating directional 
uncertainty as a variable parameter in a planner. In fact, instead of considering only two 
values of 0, we could use the planner of Section 8 and generate plans that maximize the 
acceptable directional uncertainty at every step. Then, with appropriate image analysis 
techniques (perhaps involving the control of a zoom), the robot could spend minimal 
time in every landmark kernel to determine its orientation with an error guaranteed to 
be contained in the acceptable uncertainty interval. However, we have not conducted 
such experiments yet. 
12. Other extensions 
In Section 10 we mentioned several important, but rather straightforward extensions 
of the current planners. Here, we briefly discuss other possible extensions. 
12.1. Dealing with unexpected obstacles 
Assume that the workspace may contain unexpected obstacles, i.e., obstacle regions 
that are not in the planner’s model. Assume, further, that the robot sensors can detect 
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Fig. 10. Least commitment navigation technique. 
the unexpected obstacles interfering with a motion command just before this command 
is executed. (By interfering obstacle, we mean one that intersects the set of all po- 
sitions that the robot may traverse or reach during the execution of the command. 
This set is called the forward projection of the motion command [5,6,12]. A slight 
variation of the algorithm computing backprojections can be used to compute forward 
projections.) 
Fig. 10 shows an example with a single goal-extension disk in white, an intermediate- 
goal disk in grey, and an unexpected obstacle in black. If 0, is the given constant 
directional uncertainty of the robot, the planner of Section 6 computes a backprojection 
l?f of the goal extension that intersects the intermediate-goal disk and provides the 
corresponding value of d, e.g., the direction df shown in the figure. However, if the 
robot executes a motion commanded along df starting from any point in the intersection 
of 23, with the intermediate-goal disk, it may hit the unexpected obstacle. 
Instead, we can compute the maximal value of 0, t9,,,, for which there exists a back- 
projection t3,,, of the goal extension that intersects the intermediate-goal disk, yielding a 
direction of motion d,. Let C( dm, O,,) be the cone of half-angle 0, about d,,,. Let the 
robot move in the perfect-control mode to the intersection of L& with the intermediate- 
goal disk before executing an imperfect-control motion command of uncertainty 8f 
toward the goal extension. In the absence of unexpected obstacles, the axis of any cone 
of half-angle t9f contained in C (d,, 0,) is a commanded irection of motion guaran- 
teed to achieve the goal extension with directional uncertainty of. In the presence of 
unexpected obstacles, as is the case in Fig. 10, if there exists a cone of half-angle 8f 
included in C ( dm, 0,) but not intersecting the unexpected obstacles, its axis is a valid 
commanded irection. The grey cone in Fig. 10 contains all valid commanded irections 
for this example. 
12.2. Generating probabilistic plans 
The planners of Sections 6 and 8 are complete for multi-step lans. If they fail to 
generate aplan, the input problem has no correct solution. However, before failing, they 
may associate imperfect-control motion commands to landmark regions from which the 
goal can be reliably achieved. In other words, these planners always return a plan. 
If the problem admits no solution, the plan is incomplete, i.e., no motion command is 
associated with the initial region. The robot may nevertheless attempt to reach a landmark 
region with an associated command by executing a random walk. For a bounded planar 
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Fig. I 1. Modeling anisotropic directional uncertainty. 
workspace, the probability that such a motion enters a set of disks converges toward 1 
as time grows. The larger this set, the faster the convergence. 
Another way to deal with failure is to allow uncertainty to decrease below its minimal 
value until a backprojection of the current goal extension intersects an intermediate-goal 
disk or contains the initial region. Any motion command planned in this way is no 
longer guaranteed to attain the goal extension it is aimed at. This approach thus yields 
the concept of a non-correct plan that maximizes probability of success. 
One major drawback of a plan generated as above is that its execution may fail in 
a non-recognizable way. Indeed, a non-correct motion may miss all the disks in its 
termination set and continue for ever. Introducing some awareness of time is one way 
to address this drawback. Another approach, inspired by Donald’s EDR strategies [ 1 I], 
is to make sure that every non-correct imperfect-control motion command inserted in 
the plan will either succeed or fail recognizably. Such commands have a termination 
set that they are guaranteed to reach, but some disks in this set are not part of the 
goal extension at the time they were selected. The generation of non-correct plans that 
recognize failure, while maximizing probability of success, is an interesting topic still 
requiring additional research. 
12.3. Planning with anisotropic uncertainty 
In some applications, the directional uncertainty 0 depends on the commanded i- 
rection of motion. For example, this can happen when a wheeled robot moves on a 
carpet, or more generally for motions in any flow field (e.g., a river). If we know the 
function 0 = f(d), then we may compute its intersections with the event curves (see 
Fig. 11). These intersections correspond to critical directions that partition the curve 
~9 = f(d) in regular subsets (open intervals and points). We need to compute only one 
backprojection per subset. 
13. Conclusion 
This paper describes sound, complete, and polynomial planning algorithms in the 
presence of uncertainty. The key notion underlying these algorithms is that of a land- 
mark region where control and position sensing are perfect. An important aspect of our 
algorithms, not investigated before, is that they allow uncertainty (more precisely, direc- 
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tional uncertainty) to vary over a continuous domain. Varying uncertainty has multiple 
applications. If the robot can control uncertainty (but with some cost associated with 
reduced uncertainty), the planner can try to generate a minimal-cost plan. If uncertainty 
is not controllable, varying uncertainty can be used to generate probabilistic plans or 
plans that can deal with unexpected obstacles. 
The main technical result presented in this paper is that planning does not require 
computing all the backprojections of the successive goal extensions, for all directions of 
motion d in S’ and all values of the directional uncertainty 0 in [@tin, &,] . The d-6 
plane can be decomposed by critical curves into a polynomial collection of cells such 
that all backprojections in a cell are equivalent relative to planning. This result directly 
yields our planners. 
In general, the task of a motion planner in the presence of uncertainty is threefold: 
( 1) cover the set of configurations reachable by the robot by a finite collection of 
states, 
(2) synthesize functions able to recognize the achievement of these states, and 
(3) plan motion commands to move from state to state. 
The most important effect of introducing landmarks in the configuration space is the 
reduction of the interdependence between these three activities. Actually, the states that 
the robot may attain are the landmark regions and the complement of their union. The 
recognition functions are also trivialized by the definition of the landmarks. Hence, plan- 
ning is reduced to finding appropriate commands to move from landmark to landmark. 
To construct the termination sets of commands, the planner may have to consider any 
combination of states. In theory, there is an exponential number of such combinations, 
but the algorithms presented in this paper show that only a growing sequence of com- 
binations (the successive goal extensions) must actually be considered. The length of 
this sequence is bounded by the number of landmark regions. 
The simple landmark design presented in this paper and the associated experimental 
work show that the assumptions made in our planner can be enforced at a relatively low 
cost. Nevertheless, the creation of landmarks requires some prior engineering. Actually, 
what the planner does not have to do, e.g., selecting a set of states and synthesizing 
state-recognition functions, is hidden either in this engineering work, or in the fact that 
our planner only solves a limited class of problems. One issue is therefore: How can 
we minimize the necessary engineering work? For instance: How could we minimize 
the number of landmarks necessary to perform a given family of tasks? This issue still 
requires additional research. 
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